FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: May 26, 2006
Metrima signs distributor agreement with TCT SOLAR

Stockholm, Sweden: Metrima announces signing of distributor
agreement with USA based TCT SOLAR.
Metrima (Stockholm, Sweden) announced today that it has signed a master
distributor agreement with TCT SOLAR. The agreement enables Metrima (formally
ABB Meters) to obtain an entrée to the markets in the U.S., Mexico, Caribbean
and Canada through the TCT SOLAR sales channel.
To increase its market presence in the U.S., Metrima selected TCT SOLAR as its
new North American distributor. TCT SOLAR, based in Jacksonville, Florida
specializes in the manufacture and integration of solar thermal systems.
Through this agreement, Metrima gains access to the potentially large market
for BTU Meters with an emphasis on the growing solar thermal segment.
“This is an important and strategic step for us,” says Christophe Dupouy,
Export Manager at Metrima and responsible for signing the new agreement. “TCT
SOLAR has an extensive distributor and contractor network in North America and
the Caribbean markets that will further allow us to develop and grow our heat
metering business. TCT SOLAR is well known for providing solutions with high
performance and durable design. Metrima products complement TCT SOLAR’s
offerings and open tremendous business opportunities in the markets they
serve.”
Metrima offers a complete range of BTU metering products combining
calculators, temperature sensors, mechanical and ultrasonic flow sensors, as
well as, AMR systems for many heating and cooling applications. Metrima is
based in Stockholm, Sweden and has dedicated distributors around the world.
“We are very pleased that Metrima has selected TCT SOLAR as their new North
American partner. Metrima BTU Meters are well known throughout Europe and we
look forward to growing their business here in North America and the
Caribbean. Additionally, as part of our efforts, TCT Solar will develop new
products and service offerings utilizing the Metrima family of meters, The TCT
Metrima BTU meter for the first time enables metered solar thermal energy
production to be utility billed like solar electric systems” stated Steven K.
Gorman, President & CEO of TCT SOLAR. “The Metrima product line will provide
TCT SOLAR with a key component for the expansion of our
solar
water heating system business, as well as, allowing us to expand into other
markets in thermal analysis, and where Renewable Energy Credits (REC’s) are
collected and traded.

For further information please contact:
Steven K. Gorman, President & CEO TCT SOLAR
Phone: +1 904 358 3720, e-mail: sgorman@tctsolar.com
Christophe Dupouy, Export Manager, Metrima AB
Phone: +46 (0)8 4105 11 67, e-mail: christophe.dupouy@metrima.se
About TCT Solar:
From its headquarters in Jacksonville, Florida, TCT Solar manufactures the
a passive solar water heating system. TCT Solar markets its
products and systems in more than 25 countries.
systems meet
or exceed all USA code requirements and certifications including the
International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials (IAPMO), Solar
Rating and Certification Corporation (SRCC), Florida Solar Energy Center
(FSEC), HUD. Over the past two decades, thousands of homeowners and
businesses have enjoyed the benefits of the
. Solar thermal
systems have earned a reputation of high performance with durable design
while assuring trouble free operation with maximum savings. Further
information can be found at www.tctsolar.com
About Metrima:
Metrima operates on a market that calls for measurement of various kinds of
energy. By offering solutions that facilitate energy measurement, Metrima's
customers can gain increased control over their energy costs, provide better
service
for
their
end
customers,
create
conditions
for
increased
profitability
and
save
energy
and
money.
The
main
customers
are
electricity-network companies, district heating and cooling companies and
real-estate companies in Sweden and in over thirty countries worldwide.
Metrima’s main owners are Ledstiernan and Telenor Venture II ASA. Further
information on Metrima can be found at www.metrima.com
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